The SelectUSA Investment Summit is where business potential meets business opportunity. The Investment Summit connects qualified companies with U.S. economic development organizations from across the country to facilitate business investment and job creation. The 2019 SelectUSA Investment Summit will be held June 10-12 at the Washington Hilton in Washington, D.C. and will feature many exciting opportunities for early-stage and startup companies to explore prospects for advancement in the U.S. market.

SelectUSA Tech Investment Spotlight: Be part of the startup spotlight and start your entrepreneurial journey in the United States. Early-stage and startup tech companies from across the world will have the opportunity to pitch their products and designs over lunch on Monday June 10th in the Columbia Ballroom at the Washington Hilton.

**PROGRAMMING**

The 2019 SelectUSA Investment Summit agenda will feature dozens of plenary, breakout and investment academy sessions on topics related to investment in the United States. Sessions that will be of interest to SelectUSA Tech clients include:

*All sessions below take place on Monday, June 10th.*

- A Resource Ecosystem to Support Entrepreneurs
- How to Finance Your Startup in the U.S.
- Exploring Soft Landing Programs
- Startup Success Stories
- Plugging into Smart Cities
- Federal Tax Credits and Incentive Programs
- Navigating the US Visa Landscape
- State & Local Taxes
- Understanding the American Customs Process
- Complying with CFIUS and FIRRMA

**Networking**

SelectUSA Tech Lounge – connect with early-stage and startup tech companies from all over the world who are considering expanding to the United States in the SelectUSA Tech Lounge at the Washington Hilton (June 10-12, 2019).


**SelectUSA Tech Investment Summit Spinoff Events:**

Make the most of your time in the U.S. by visiting one of the below locations immediately before or after the Investment Summit. Find the local knowledge, connections, and resources necessary to turn your investment plans into reality. Please visit our spinoff website for more details: [https://connect.eventtia.com/en/dmz/selectusaspinoffs/website](https://connect.eventtia.com/en/dmz/selectusaspinoffs/website)

- San Francisco, CA – June 13-14
- Austin, TX – June 11-12
- San Antonio, TX – June 12-13

**Apply Today:**

[https://www.selectusasummit.us/Application/Appli](https://www.selectusasummit.us/Application/Appli)
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Qualifying early-stage and startup companies can apply to attend the 2019 SelectUSA Investment Summit at a special discounted rate of $500. For questions, please contact SUSAEEvents@trade.gov.